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About Us
Cargo Casa is a pioneering company with a strong presence in the realm of Container
Homes, dedicated to transforming your housing dreams into reality. Since our
establishment in 2020, we have consistently delivered professional, innovative, and
sustainable housing solutions, redefining the way people live

Container homes are
known for their
affordability. By
repurposing shipping
containers, construction
costs are significantly
reduced compared to
traditional homes. This not
only makes
homeownership more
accessible but also saves
money on ongoing energy
bills due to their efficient
design

Container homes are
inherently sustainable. By
recycling containers that
have already been in use,
you are contributing to a
greener future. These homes
often incorporate
sustainable practices like
solar panels, rainwater
harvesting, and energy-
efficient insulation, reducing
your environmental impact
while promoting a more eco-
conscious lifestyle

Container homes provide a
unique opportunity for

customization. Whether you
opt for a pre-designed model
or a custom-built container

home, you have the freedom
to shape your living space
according to your specific

needs and aesthetic
preferences. This level of
personalization is often

challenging to achieve with
traditional homes and allows

you to create a home that
truly reflects your lifestyle
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Product Name
Solo Haven - Your Minimalist Oasis

Welcome to Solo Haven, where
minimalism meets functionality. This

container home model provides a
compact living space of approximately
14.4 square meters, fully furnished to

make your move-in experience
seamless. The versatile living area can
serve as both a comfortable bedroom

and a cozy living space. Enjoy the
convenience of air conditioning (AC) for

climate control, making your living
environment just right.

Solo Haven features a compact yet fully
functional kitchen area with modern

amenities, allowing you to prepare meals
with ease. Additionally, a small dining
table is incorporated into the design,

providing a convenient space for dining,
working, or simply enjoying a meal with a
view. This model is ideal for individuals or

couples seeking an eco-conscious,
compact, and fully-equipped living space
that makes the most of every square inch
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Urban Loftscape - Elevate City Living

In the heart of Urban Loftscape, you'll find
approximately 28.8 sqm of exquisitely designed

living space. Despite its compact size, this
container home offers a spacious living area that
seamlessly transitions from a cozy bedroom to a

stylish living space.

It comes fully furnished, ensuring your move-in
experience is effortless and hassle-free. A

modern bathroom, air conditioning (AC), and a
fully equipped kitchen are all integrated to

provide the utmost comfort and convenience.

And let's not forget the thoughtfully incorporated dining table. This multifunctional space allows you to dine, work,
or simply enjoy a meal with a view, making Urban Loftscape the perfect blend of chic urban living and modern

design.
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Create a short description about
product.

$55.99

Family Oasis - Spacious, Sustainable, Serene

Welcome to Family Oasis, where space and
versatility reign supreme. With

approximately 28.8 sqm (310 sq. ft.) of
thoughtfully designed living space, it offers

room for everyone to thrive. This model
comes fully furnished, ensuring a smooth

transition into your new home. Its expansive
living area effortlessly transforms from a

comfortable bedroom to a cozy living space.

Family Oasis boasts a modern bathroom and is
equipped with air conditioning (AC) for climate

control, making your comfort a priority. The
fully equipped kitchen area simplifies meal

preparation.
Additionally, the integrated dinner table

provides a dedicated space for family meals,
work, or simply enjoying time together. Family
Oasis is your haven for spacious and functional

living.
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Pricing and other information

SOLO HAVEN

FULLY FURNISHED: SOLO HAVEN OFFERS A FULLY
FURNISHED OPTION AT JUST €17,280, PROVIDING A

READY-TO-MOVE-IN EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE.

NON-FURNISHED: FOR THOSE WHO PREFER
CUSTOMIZATION, OUR NON-FURNISHED SOLO

HAVEN IS AVAILABLE AT JUST €11,520, OFFERING
FLEXIBILITY TO PERSONALIZE YOUR LIVING SPACE
ACCORDING TO YOUR UNIQUE PREFERENCES AND

STYLE.

URBAN LOFTSCAPE

FULLY FURNISHED: URBAN LOFTSCAPE OFFERS A
FULLY FURNISHED OPTION PRICED AT €34,560,

PROVIDING YOU WITH A STYLISH, READY-TO-MOVE-
IN URBAN HAVEN.

NON-FURNISHED: OPT FOR THE NON-FURNISHED
URBAN LOFTSCAPE AT JUST €23,040, ALLOWING
YOU THE FREEDOM TO CUSTOMIZE AND CURATE
YOUR OWN URBAN LIVING EXPERIENCE TO YOUR

LIKING.

Customers can opt for a ready-to-move-in experience with fully furnished models.
Non-furnished options provide flexibility for those who prefer to select their own furnishings and

decor. Customers have the freedom to customize their container homes, ensuring their unique
vision is realized.

Whether it's modifying the layout, choosing eco-friendly features, or personalizing aesthetics,
customization is a hallmark of Cargo Casa.

FAMILY OASIS

FULLY FURNISHED: FAMILY OASIS OFFERS A FULLY
FURNISHED OPTION AT €36,000, PROVIDING A

SPACIOUS AND COMFORTABLE LIVING SPACE FOR
YOUR FAMILY

NON-FURNISHED: FOR THOSE WHO PREFER A
PERSONAL TOUCH, OUR NON-FURNISHED FAMILY

OASIS IS AVAILABLE AT €24,480, ALLOWING YOU TO
CUSTOMIZE YOUR FAMILY'S HOME TO YOUR UNIQUE

PREFERENCES AND NEEDS
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